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Chemical substances Used for Illegal Reasons helps hazmat specialists and others determine if
chemical substances at a suspicious site could be used to create illegal chemicals such as
medications, explosives, pyrotechnics, nerve agents, and other toxins. It profiles dangerous
chemical substances, covering their appearance, smell, incompatibilities, and identification
checks. This is a hands-on reference for crime picture responders, policemen, firemen, bomb
squad members, medication enforcement officials, and other people who need to be able to
identify potentially dangerous materials and react quickly and appropriately. It features
diagrams to aid responders in identifying illegal laboratories.
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How Household Chemicals Can Be Used For Illicit Purposes My job occasionally involves forensic
function and illicit chemicals more often than not are likely involved. Trying to maintain to time
with the most recent trends in the world of black marketplace drug production is never-ending.!
why they are important, as well as perhaps what substitute chemical substances could be
utilized if the hottest chemicals were unobtainable.! As the completeness of the information
exists, the written text falls short of offering specifics on how certain substances are used and
the implications of their presence in a laboratory or other production facility. More than a mere
report on chemicals is needed.! Perhaps I would have found greater worth in learning how, that
is from what common sources, the chemicals are attained, what they perform in the production,
i.e. Where such items are found together, inferences to their intended purpose could be made.!
The information is well-organized and thought out. Five Stars Great Book! This book illustrates
the possible link between seemingly innocuous, home chemicals and OTC medications, and their
potential make use of in drug developing. Since criminals are constantly developing novel
methods, you need to expect up-dated versions of the book every 3-4 years. Opens eye to
CAUTION! Amazon Books are excellent!! Well done resource One of the best assets we've run
across in our overview of references working with different types of labs a responder might
encounter. I'd have hoped for more than a mere listing of the chemicals used.
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